Creating clean water access in Indonesia
Purchase Carbon Credits

In rural Indonesia, 80% of residents must
boil their water to make it drinkable.
Creating clean water access can be a
challenge, but the technology exists to
ensure everyone can drink safely.
Nazava Water Filters wants everyone, everywhere, to have
access to safe and affordable drinking water.
The social business, based in Java and Sumatra, has reached
over 680,000 people with its water purifier technology.
What does the clean water produced by Nazava filters mean
to local households? It means less exposure to pathogens and
illness. It means saving several hours per week not looking
for fuel wood. And it means saving money by avoiding
expensive bottled water. Nazava filters create positive
health outcomes, preserve household income, and provide
peace of mind in communities lacking access to clean water.
Nazava was founded in 2009 and sells filters through
more than 100 resellers living all across Indonesia. They
are also focused on education, working at the village
level with local organizations to train users on the product.
Nazava has won several awards including first prize at the
2013 Tech Awards in Silicon Valley.

Benefits of TerraClear
Water Filters

330 kg

of CO2e saved
by each filter annually

30 hours

Time saved monthly by
those previously boiling
their water

99.99%

Percentage of particles
and pathogens
filtered out

How the Nazava filter works
Water is placed in the top container where it flows
through a water filter candle and into the reservoir.
The filter is infused with silver and activated carbon.
The silver prevents the growth of micro-organisms
and the activated carbon reduces smells, tastes,
and chemicals like chloride. The candle is ceramic
and its tiny pores filter out parasites and fungi.
Users can produce two to three litres of water
per hour.
The filters have been tested in 16 laboratories to
ensure their effectiveness. They can be used for
one to two years before requiring replacement.
The filters come with an Indonesian-language
manual and a oneyear warranty.

Cutting carbon and supporting
development goals
Filters protect forests by producing clean water
without the need to boil using fossil fuels or wood.
• Not only do the filters improve public health
through purification, but by eliminating smoky
fires, they target a leading contributor to
respiratory
illness
in
young
children.
• Nazava filters also put money back in their
owners’ pockets by avoiding fuel and bottled
water purchases. The initial cost is an invesment,
and through maintenance and regular use, users
will experience many benefits over the filter’s
lifetime.
• The product is made more affordable through
partnership with Kiva and the offering of micro
loans.

Support this project
Nazava generates carbon credits by reducing CO2e emissions. This is a form of Results Based Financing
(RBF), meaning that funding is directly linked to the project achieving measurable, pre-agreed outcomes.
Meeting its climate protection goals allows the project to earn more funds that can be used to scale
up its impact.
By purchasing carbon credits, you are helping Nazava reach more Indonesians and ensure filters stay
affordable. With additional support, Nazava is aiming to reach 1 million people by 2020.

Quality assurance
This project is certified and third-party audited under the Gold Standard, the most rigorous global
standard for carbon offset projects. It is also listed on the Gold Standard Impact Registry.
Read more about Nexus’ quality assurance.

More information
For more information on this project, contact Nexus: contact@nexusfordevelopment.org.

nexusfordevelopment.org

